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Long ago, an angry god was defeated in battle. With it’s last breath, a 

poisonous mist was exhaled upon the land.



In response, the God of the Grove took a Sacred Breath, removing the 

poison from the air for a hundred years.





Now, every century, an intrepid group of heroes is sent to bring 

offerings to the Ancient Grove. 



There, the heroes pray that the God of the Grove will take it’s Sacred 

Breath and keep the mist contained for another century.






Eighty years after the last Sacred Breath, an unusual breeze passes 

through the town of Crystal Springs. It seems the poisonous mist is 

brewing earlier than expected. 



To find out what’s going on, a group of heroes is gathered and sent to 

the Ancient Grove twenty years earlier than expected.
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To play Sacred Breath, you’ll need a Game Master and as many players 

as you want (if single player, double their characters HP).  

You’ll also need at least one six sided die. You’ll also want a way to keep 

track of each player’s HP and the overall TIME. 



Lastly, you’ll want a good imagination!

Getting Started

How To Play

Each player has a Name, Profession, Weapon, Armor, 
Special Ability, and [3 + 1d6] Health (minimum 6 HP).

Character creation

The GM reads Crystal Springs on the back page and 
presents the choices. Players pick one. Add the time to 
the time counter and get ready for TROUBLE.

start playing

The game ends if all players die. Otherwise, 
continue onward!

game over

After a choice is made, roll 1d6 + RISK. 



A roll of four or above leads to trouble for the heroes 
(GM decides, such as combat or unfortunate 
circumstance). A roll of three or below is no trouble.


trouble

 Each player and enemy rolls to see who goes 
first in Combat. Order is from highest roll to 
lowest

 When a player or enemy is acting, consider 
whether they have advantage [+1], disadvantage 
[-1], or no modifier when rolling.



As long as one player survives combat, all players 
are revived with 1 HP.

combat

Players may REST anytime before a choice. Resting 
heals all players to full health, adds 1 to the TIME 
counter, and reduces the next TROUBLE roll by 1.

rest

All instances of damage must be small, medium, or 
large (1, 2, or 3) depending on context. 

damage

Summary

All players make a character. Then, the GM reads 
the Crystal Springs section on the back page and 
gives the players their first choice. 



Each choice has                             and                           . 



Add the TIME value to the shared TIME counter. 
Finally, roll for TROUBLE. After TROUBLE is 
resolved, the GM reads the next section and gives 
the players their next choice. Repeat until the end!

TIME RISK


